CZECH BANKING ASSOCIATION
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MASTER AGREEMENT FOR FINANCIAL TRANSACTIONS
SUPPLEMENT TO THE DERIVATIVES ANNEX
FOREIGN EXCHANGE TRANSACTIONS
Edition 2014

This Supplement amends and complements the General
Provisions, the Derivatives Annex and each of its other
Supplements which form part of a Master Agreement.
This Supplement becomes an inseparable part of the
Agreement if the parties incorporate it in the Master
Agreement.
1.

Purpose, Interpretation

(1)
Purpose The purpose of this Supplement
("Foreign Exchange Supplement") is to govern Foreign
Exchange Transactions, which means a Foreign
Exchange Spot, Foreign Exchange Forward, NonDeliverable Foreign Exchange Forward, Foreign
Exchange Option, Non-Deliverable Foreign Exchange
Option, Foreign Exchange Swap or any other Transaction
so agreed by the parties in respect of the individual
Transaction or in the Special Provisions.
(2)
Interpretation. This Supplement forms an
integral part of the Derivatives Annex. The term "Annex"
as used in Sections 1(2) and 1(3) of the General
Provisions should be construed as to include this
Supplement. In the event of any conflict between
different parts of the Derivatives Annex and this
Supplement, this Supplement shall prevail.
Unless expressly defined in this Supplement, capitalized
terms have the same meaning as in the General
Provisions, the Derivatives Annex and other respective
Annexes or Supplements.
2.

Foreign Exchange Transactions

"Foreign Exchange Spot" means a Transaction in
which one party (the "Seller") sells to the other (the
"Buyer") a specified amount of a specified currency (the
"Reference Currency") against payment of an agreed
amount of a specified different currency (the "Settlement
Currency"), and both debts are settled on a spot basis.
"Foreign Exchange Forward" means a Transaction in
which the Seller sells to the Buyer a specified amount of
the Reference Currency against payment of an agreed
amount of the Settlement Currency, and both debts are
settled on a specified later date.
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"Non-Deliverable Foreign Exchange Forward" means
a Transaction in which the Seller sells to the Buyer a
specified amount of the Reference Currency, which is a
non-convertible, non-transferable or thinly traded
currency, against payment of an agreed amount of the
Settlement Currency, and both debts are settled by the
payment by the Seller or, as the case may be, the Buyer
of the Settlement Currency Amount based on the
difference between the agreed price for the Settlement
Currency and the price for the Settlement Currency on a
specified later date.
"Foreign Exchange Option" means an Option
Transaction in which the Seller grants to the Buyer
against payment of the Premium the right to purchase, in
the case of a Call, or sell, in the case of a Put, a specified
amount of the Reference Currency (the "Call Currency"
in the case of a Call and the "Put Currency" in the case of
a Put) against payment of an agreed amount of the
Settlement Currency (the "Put Currency" in the case of a
Call and the "Call Currency" in the case of a Put). The
Foreign Exchange Option may be settled by
(i)

in the case of a Foreign Exchange Option to which
"Physical Settlement" applies (the "Physically
Settled Foreign Exchange Option"), delivering or
transferring a specified amount of the Reference
Currency against payment of an agreed amount of
the Settlement Currency or

(ii)

in the case of a Foreign Exchange Option to which
"Cash Settlement" applies (the "Cash Settled
Foreign Exchange Option"), paying the Cash
Settlement Amount based on the difference
between the agreed price for the Settlement
Currency and the price for the Settlement Currency
on the Valuation Date.

"Non-Deliverable Foreign Exchange Option" means
an Option Transaction in which the Seller grants to the
Buyer against payment of the Premium the right to
purchase, in the case of a Call, or sell, in the case of a
Put, a specified amount of the Reference Currency,
which is a non-convertible, non-transferable or thinly
traded currency, (the "Call Currency" in the case of a

[A&O: to be modified in final wording]

Call and the "Put Currency" in the case of a Put) against
payment of an agreed amount of the Settlement Currency
(the "Put Currency" in the case of a Call and the "Call
Currency" in the case of a Put), and both debts are settled
by paying the Cash Settlement Amount based on the
difference between the agreed price for the Settlement
Currency and the price for the Settlement Currency on
the Valuation Date.

Exchange Option or the Cash Settled Foreign Exchange
Option the Buyer shall pay to the Seller the Premium. If
the Option Transaction is exercised or deemed to be
exercised, on the agreed Settlement Date for the NonDeliverable Foreign Exchange Option or the Cash Settled
Foreign Exchange Option, the Seller shall pay to the
Buyer the Cash Settlement Amount, if such amount is a
positive number.

"Foreign Exchange Swap" means a single Transaction
in which

"Cash Settlement Amount" means an amount
expressed in the Settlement Currency and calculated as
follows,

(a) the Seller sells to the Buyer a specified amount of the
Reference Currency for an agreed amount of the
Settlement Currency with both payments to be settled on a
specified date, and simultaneously

(i)

(b) the Buyer sells to the Seller a specified amount of the
Reference Currency against payment of an agreed amount
of the Settlement Currency with both payments to be
settled on a specified later date.
3.

[Agreed Amount of the Call currency x (Settlement Currency Rate - Strike Price)]
Settlement Currency Rate

(ii)

Deliveries and Payments

(1)
Foreign Exchange Spot and Foreign Exchange
Forward. On the agreed Settlement Date for the Foreign
Exchange Spot or the Foreign Exchange Forward the
Seller shall deliver or transfer to the Buyer the specified
amount of the Reference Currency and the Buyer shall
deliver or transfer to the Seller the agreed amount of the
Settlement Currency.

Settlement Currency Rate

(6)

"Settlement Currency Rate" means the foreign
exchange rate expressed as an amount of the Reference
Currency per one unit of the Settlement Currency as
determined by the Calculation Agent on the Valuation
Date for the Valuation Time based on the currency
exchange rate for the Reference Currency and the
Settlement Currency (the "Currency Pair") (i) quoted
through and obtainable from the Price Source specified
in the agreed Currency Rate Option or, failing such
agreement, (ii) determined by the Calculation Agent.

)]

Settlement Currency Rate

"Currency Rate Option" means the foreign exchange
rate agreed by the parties by reference to the
publication, screen or web page of an information
vendor or any other price source (the "Price Source").

(3)
Foreign Exchange Swap. On the initial agreed
Settlement Date for the Foreign Exchange Swap the
Seller shall deliver or transfer to the Buyer the specified
amount of the Reference Currency and the Buyer shall
deliver or transfer to the Seller the agreed amount of the
Settlement Currency. On the final agreed Settlement Date
for the Foreign Exchange Swap the Buyer shall deliver or
transfer to the Seller a specified amount of the Reference
Currency and the Seller shall deliver or transfer to the
Buyer the agreed amount of the Settlement Currency.

"Strike Price" means the foreign exchange rate agreed
between the parties at which the Currency Pair shall be
exchanged if an Option Transaction is exercised or
deemed to be exercised; such rate shall be expressed as
an amount of the Reference Currency per one unit of the
Settlement Currency.
4.

(4)
Physically Settled Foreign Exchange Option.
On the agreed Premium Payment Date for the Physically
Settled Foreign Exchange Option the Buyer shall pay to
the Seller the Premium. If the Physically Settled Foreign
Exchange Option is exercised or deemed to be exercised,
on the agreed Settlement Date of the Option Transaction,
the Seller shall deliver or transfer to the Buyer the
specified amount of the Reference Currency against
simultaneous payment of the agreed amount of the
Settlement Currency.

Provisions
applicable
Transactions

to

Option

Unless otherwise defined in this Supplement, any term
relating to Option Transactions is to be construed in
accordance with the applicable Options Supplement
published by the CBA.

(5)
Non-Deliverable Foreign Exchange Option and
Cash Settled Foreign Exchange Option. On the agreed
Premium Payment Date for the Non-Deliverable Foreign
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Definitions.

"Forward Rate" means the forward foreign exchange
rate agreed as such between the parties, such rate shall be
expressed as an amount of the Reference Currency per
one unit of the Settlement Currency.

"Settlement Currency Amount" means an amount
expressed in the Settlement Currency calculated on the
basis of the following formula:
Forward Rate

in the case of an Option Transaction where the
Reference Currency is the Call Currency and the
Settlement Currency is the Put Currency:

[Agreed Amount of the Put currency x ( Strike Price - Settlement Currency Rate)]

(2)
Non-Deliverable Foreign Exchange Forward.
On the agreed Settlement Date for the Non-Deliverable
Foreign Exchange Forward, the Seller shall pay to the
Buyer the absolute value of the Settlement Currency
Amount, if such amount is a negative number, and the
Buyer shall pay to the Seller the Settlement Currency
Amount, if such amount is a positive number.

[Agreed Amount of Settlement Currency x (1 -

in the case of an Option Transaction where the
Reference Currency is the Put Currency and the
Settlement Currency is the Call Currency:
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Suggested Form of Confirmation of a Foreign Exchange Swap Transaction
To:
From:
Date:
We refer to our telephone conversation and hereby confirm our agreement to enter into a Foreign Exchange Swap Transaction
[which shall be subject to the Master Agreement for Financial Transactions published by the Czech Banking Association and
entered into between us on …. (the "Agreement"). This Confirmation is a Confirmation in the Sense of Section 2(2) of the
General Provisions. Unless expressly defined in this Confirmation, capitalized terms have the same meaning as in the Master
Agreement]. The terms of the Transaction are as follows:
General Terms:
Reference Number:

[]

Trade Date:

[]

Party A [Company name, ID No., registered office]:
Party B [Company name, ID No., registered office]:

Initial Exchange:
Settlement Date:

[]

Seller (of Settlement Currency):

Party [A/B]

Buyer (of Settlement Currency):

Party [B/A]

Settlement Currency Amount:

[]

Reference Currency Amount:

[]

Spot Rate:

[]

Final Exchange:
Settlement Date:

[]

Seller (of Settlement Currency):

Party [B/A]

Buyer (of Settlement Currency):

Party [A/B]

Settlement Currency Amount:

[]

Reference Currency Amount:

[]

Forward Rate:

[]

Other conditions:
Calculating Agent:

Party [A/B]

Settlement:

[]

Account of Party A/B for
Settlement Currency:

[]

Account of Party A/B for
Reference Currency:
[Agency:]
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[]
[The Transaction is an Agency Transaction. [Name of Agent] is
acting as agent for [corporate name or other identifier of Principal]]
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[Additional provisions:]

Please confirm that the foregoing correctly sets forth the terms of our agreement by countersigning this Confirmation and
returning it to [ ] or by sending us a confirmation substantially similar to this Confirmation, which confirmation sets forth the
material terms of the Transaction to which this Confirmation relates and indicates agreement to those terms.

Yours sincerely,

[Signature]
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[Signature of counterparty]
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